®

DIY SYSTEM

Durability, Elegance, Long-Lasting

At Last.

A long term solution to replace
timber fence panels. So easy to
install you can fit it yourself!
Home is where we spend a lot of our time, and naturally we want it to look its best.
The Permafence® system has been carefully designed to give you the aesthetics your
garden deserves. With the added features of virtually maintenance free and 25 year
guarantee, we believe we have the perfect choice for you.

Virtually Maintenance Free
With traditional timber fences being the most common system in the market, they
never really look their best even with that annual re-staining. The Permafence® system
requires none of this, and can now be a thing of the past. All it requires is the occasional
wipe down, if you choose to, and that will be the only requirement to keep it in its
pristine condition.

Variety of Different Colours

Permafence® is available in 3 different standard colours with 0.55 thickness

Goosewing Grey

Merlin Grey

Olive Green

Mix and Match
We want to give you as many options as possible, you may
decide to have the new fence panel in one colour and the
lattice in another colour. There are lots of options to ensure
that it blends in with your property and its surroundings.
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Manufactured Using Zinc Coated Steel
PVC Plastisol Layer
Pre-Treatment Layer
Hot Dip Zinc Coating Layer
Main Steel Substrate Layer
Hot Dip Zinc Coating Layer
Pre-Treatment Layer
PVC Plastisol Layer

Fitting a Permafence® Could not be Easier
Step 2

Step 1

Slide in and fix
U-channel into
post slots

Slide out old
fence panels

Step 3
Slide in mid sections
panel (available in
1830 x 300mm panels
approx 6ft x 1ft)

Step 4
Slide in the top
panel (plain or
lattice)

Colour coded masonry paint is also available to match
in your concrete posts for an even better look
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Outstanding
Value For Money
Surprisingly, you will find that a Permafence® is around
the same cost as a quality timber fence, but the lifespan
of the Permafence® is significantly longer with no annual
maintenance required.

Tested
to Withstand
Hurricane Wind
Speeds
ALL VERIFIED

100%
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

Why not give us a call now for your
FREE no obligation quotation
Your local Permafence® stockist is:
®

Unit 1 Westway, Cotes Park Ind Est, Alfreton, Derbyshire, DE55 4QJ
sales@permafence.co.uk

www.permafence.co.uk
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01773 304 844

